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ATTRACTING DOMAINS FOR
SEMI-ATTRACTIVE TRANSFORMATION S
C]F CP
MONI+QUE HAKIM
Abstract
Let F be a germ of analytic transformation of (C p , o) . We say
that F is semi-attractive at the origin, if F{o) has one eigenvalue
equal to 1 and if the other ones are of modulus strictly less than 1 .
The main result is : either there exists a curve of fixed points, o r
F — Id has multiplicity k and there exists a domain of attraction
with k — 1 petals . We study also the case where F is a globa l
isomorphism of C2 and F — Id has multiplicity k at the origin .
This work has been inspired by two papers : one of P. Fatou (1924 )
and the other one of T . Ueda (1986) .
1 . Introduction
Let F be a germ of analytic transformation from (CP, 0) to (CP , O), Le . ,
a holomorphic map defined in a neighborhood of the origin in CP which
leaves the origin o = (o, o) of CP fixed. We are interested in the behavior
of the iterates (Xn,yrj ) = F (n) (x, y) of points (x, y) near the origin . We
implicitly assume that they are defined. We study the situation wher e
F~o } has one eigenvalue equal to 1 and the others are {Á} 2<<, with
o < I)9 1 < 1 . We call semi-attractive such trasnformations . We want to
investigate the existence of attracting domains at o in a neighbourhood
of O . As the partial derivative ¡-Fr(0) = 1 in some coordinate systern ,
the family {F() } cannot converge to o in a neighborhood of O. So by
attracting domains in a neighborhood of o, we mean open domains D
with o E aD such that x as = F (n) (x) converge to o for x E D .
When p = 1, the dynamics of analytic transformations from (C, o) to
(C, o) with eigenvalue 1, i .e ., transformations which can be written with
convergent power series in x a s
F(x) = x l = x(1 + aix + a2x2 + . . . )
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have been studied by Fatou and Leau. Their theory is quite complete
(see for instance [B]) .
In his paper [F] on transformations of (C2 , 0) Fatou investigates the
case of transformations with eigenvalues 1 and b, with 0 < i b j < 1. He
proves the existence of a coordinate system (x, y) where F can be written
xi = f(x , y) = a l (y )x + a2(y)x 2 + . . .
yi = g (x , y ) = by + bi (y)x + b2(y ) x2 +
where the a3 (y), bj (y ) are holomorphic functions in a neighborhood of
0 E C such that a l (0) = 1, b1 (0) = 0, the x-coordinate being chosen in
such a way that {x = 0} is the invariant curve of Poincaré . Then Fatou
shows that, if a2 (0) 0, there exists an attracting domain at O . The
projection on the x-plane of the dynamics is of the same type as the one
we get in C with the aj 's constant . This case has been studied again by
Ueda [U] with a better reduced form for F, which allows him to give a
simple and more complete description of the domain of convergence .
When y = 0 is a curve of fixed points, the transformation F is of type
yi = y(b + bi (y)x + b 2 (y)x 2 + . . . )
a case considered by Lattès [L] . Fatou shows that the coordinates can
be chosen in such a way that we get the reduced form
yi = ~J1 -- y b+ E bijx z yi
i-I-j 7 1
So a neighborhood of 0 is attracted by the curve of fixed points along
the trajectories x = constant . Then Fatou asks if there exis other cases
for which there is no attracting domain at 0. He asks what happens for
instante with a transformation like
1-fxy ~
yl = by + x2
In this paper, we will see that there is an attracting domain of 0 . We
prove the following result .
x
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Theorem 1.1 . Let F be an analytic germ of transformation fro m
(CP , O) to (Cv , O), with eigenvalues in 0 {1, {À} 2<<}, such that o Ç
I aj i < 1, for 2 Ç j Ç p, then either there exists a curve o f fixed points or
there exists an attracting domain of O .
More precisely, let Id be the identity of (CP , 0) . Either there exist s
a curve of fixed points or F — Id has a finite multiplicity k > 2 . We
show that in the case of multiplicity k ? 2, there exists an attractin g
domain D of 0 made of k — 1 attracting petals, i .e . k — 1 disjoint open
sets {D} positively invariant by F such that 0 E aDj and that every
x E Di is attracted by 0 . Conversely, if a point x is attracted by 0, fo r
n big enough, xn = F(n) (x) is in one of the Di .
Let us recall (see far instance [ the definition of the multiplicity o f
a holomorphic transformation ~ from (CP, 0) to (CP , O) such that 0 is
isolated in the fiber (1.-I({0}) . Let V be a compact neighborhood of 0
such that the restriction

of (I) to V is proper from V to W = (I:. (V ) ;
let Breli) be the branched locus of i .e . the set of z E V where
Det(J(1}(z) } = 0 ; here J( cl)} is the matrix (o- . The
1ÇiÇ 1Ç ' C
multiplicity of ~ at 0 is then the number of points in a fiber (19 -1 ({(} )
for ( a point in W which does not belong to oll(Bre:D)} . We use then the
lemma
Lemma 1 .2 [C, p . 1021 . Let <1) be a holomorphic transformation ~
from (CP, O) to (CP , O) such that o is isolated in its fiber ,P -1 ({o}) . Sup-
pose that the matrix a has rank p — 1 . Let C be th e
3 2CiCp, 2Çj Cp
curve {zi = cpj (z1 )}2Cj cp defined via the implicit function theorem b y
1' 2 = 'D3 = - • • = ~p = 0, then the multiplicity of ~ at o is equal to the
multiplicity at 4 of the function of one variabl e
.DI(zI, Ç02(z1), .- , ,Pp(zi)) .
Proof of Lemma 1 .2 : From the relation s
ad),
	
P
,
+ E (pj (z 1 )
	
-0, for2 i p
az 1
	
azjji2
on C, we get
p
,
	
a~1
	
al' .Det(J(~} i c} —	 + E cpj (z 1 )
	
Det
az1
	
-2
	
`iZj
	
azj 2CiÇp, 2ÇjÇpj
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As 0 is isolated in its fiber
j=2
+=1 ~C az 1
~ (z1)
&D 1
az
. ,
~
is not identically zero . Hence C is not in BO). So to count the multi-
plicity, we can restrict ( to (C), and we have just to count the zeros of
0 1 (z1 ) = 1. 1 (z 1 , cp 2 (z), . . . , (pp (z 1 )} = (1 for (1 in a neighborhood of o in
C . By Rouché 's theorem, this multiplicity is given by the order in o of
f.~ 1 .
Let us for instance, compute the multiplicity of ~ = F — Id in the
example (1 .3) . According to lemma 1 . 2, we solve the equation
y = by + x2
and replace y in the first relation . We get
x
x l = = x 1 --
1-#- Is-3b 1 — b
The multiplicity of F — Id at O is 4. By theorem 1 we see that there
exists an attracting domain at o with three petats .
The result is also true if F~o ) is not invertible . For instance the trans -
formation
Y]. = y 2 + x2
where F~o) has for eigenvalues 1 et o, F — Id has multiplicity 6 in o .
Indeed, solve
y
=
y2 +x 2 ,
we get
?..~f - x2 + x4 + . . . ,
replacing y in the first relation
xl - x = x2y -- x 4 = x6 + 0(x6 ) .
So there is an attracting domain at o with 5 petals . ■
In [U] , Ueda studies the analytic transformations of (C2 , o) with eigen-
values {1, b} at o, such that o < lb l < 1 . He calls them transformations
of type (1, b) . Then he defines a classification «1, b}k} , for k integer ,
x 3
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1 < k Ç +oo, on these transformations . In fact, the integer k + 1 for
type (1, b) k of Ueda is precisely the multiplicity of F — Id . Ueda concen-
trates his work on the case (1, b)1 . This is the case considered by Fatou
when in the expression (1.1), we have a2(0) O. Ueda introduces trans-
formations of the coordinates which give simple reduced forms to study
the attracting domain, in the case a 2 (0) O. Similar transformations
will be used here .
Ueda studies also the case of a global automorphism F in C 2 . Let
F be a global automorphism in c2 with a fixed point of type (1, b)1 ,
he proves that, like in the examples given by Fatou and Bieberbach
with eigenvalues of modulus strictly less than 1, the attracting domain
is isomorphic to c 2 . This is, for instance, the case for the attractio n
domain of the Hénon transformation
x l = x(1 + b) — by + x 2 ,
l yi = x
for o < C 1 . This statement has the following generalization .
Theorem 1 .3 . Let F be a global autornorphism in C2 with a fixed
point p, such that F'('r) has eigenvalues {1, a}, with P■1 < 1, and tha t
F —Id has a multiplicity k -}-1 in p . The attracting domain of p has theri
k components and each component is isomorphic to C2 .
Theorem 1.3 applies for instance to Hénon transformations
where P is a polynomial with a zero of order k + 1 at the origin .
2. Reduced forms of semi-attractive transformation s
Proposition 2.1 . Let F be a semi-attractive germ of transformation
of (C P , a), with eigenvalues {1, {À} 2<<}, o Ç < 1, for 2 Ç j p.
There exist coordinates (x, y), x E C, y E CP— 1 in which F has the form
{
xz = u(x , y) = al(y)x + az(y )x2 + - . .
y l = v(x,y) = g(y) + xh(x,y )
where {a(.)}, j = 1, 2, . . . , g( .) and h( ., .) are respectively germs of holo-
morphic functions from (GP', O) to C, from (GP ', O) to CP—1 and
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from (CP, D) to CP- 1 , with a 1 (o) = 1, g(0) = o, h(o, o) = o, and glo} i s
triangular with eigenvalues {Àj}2<j<p .
Proof: Let E1 19E2 be the Jordan decomposition of CP in characteristic
subspaces . Here E1 is associated to the eigenvalue 1 and E2 to the set of
the eigenvalues {)j}2<j<p . There exists an analytic stable submanifol d
X attracted by o and tangent to E2 (see [R] for a sketch of the proof
and a complete bibliography) . We then just choose coordinates (x, y) ,
x E C, y E CP-1 , in such a way that X is {x = O} and that matrix F~o }
is triangular . ■
Proposition 2.2 . Let F be a semi-attractive germ of transformation
of (CI',O) . For every integer m there exists coordinates (x, y), x E C,
y E CP-1 , in which the transformation has the forrn
x1 = x + a2x2 + . . . a7zxm + a riz+l lyJxm+1 + . . .(2 .2)
y 1 = g(y) + xh(x, y )
i.e . libe in (2.1), but with a 1 = 1 and a2 , . . . , a,n are constants .
Remark. This proposition is in [U] in the case of a semi-attractive
invertible germ of (C2 , o) . The following proof is just a generalization of
it
Proof: We start with
xi = ai ( y ) x + az(y)x2 + . . .
1 yi = g(y) + xh(x, y )
and we proceed inductively on h .
1) Reduction to al (y) = 1. We use the coordínate transformatio n
or f s= X/u(Y)
l y = Y
with u( .) a germ of analytic function from (CP', 0) to C such that
u(0) = 1, to be chosen . We avant
Xi = u(yi)xi = u(g(y) + xh(x, y))[ai(y )x + a2 (y)x2 + . . . ]
= u(g(Y) + . ) [a l (Y)X/u(Y) + . . . ]
al(Y)u(g(Y)) x + o(x2) x + 0(X2) .
u(Y)
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So we must choose u such that
u (Y) = ai(Y)u(9(Y) )
u(g(Y)) = a i (9 (Y ) u(9 (2) (Y))
u(g(n ) (y)) = a l (g(n ) (y))u(g(n+l) (y)) .
This gives for u the unique solutio n
u(Y) = H a l (g (n) (Y)) .
Since a l (0) = 1 and since there exists a, 0 < a < 1, such that fo r
small enough, one has Ilg(y)II < ailyll, so ltheinfinity
product aboye is convergent in a neighborhood of 0 .
2) Suppose that for m > 2, with some coordinates (x, y), F takes the
form
{ x l = x + a 2x 2 + . . . + arn(y)x' + . . .
g(y) + xh(x, y )
with the aj 's constant for 1 < j < m – 1 . We then use a coordínate
transformatio
n X = x + v(y)x' x = X – v(Y).Km + .i Yy or_
	
i y
_ Y
with v(y) a holomorphic function in a neighborhood of 0 in Cp-1 such
that v(0) = 0, v to be chosen. We get
X i = x i + v(y i)xi
= x + a2x 2 + . . . ¢,,,,- ixi`-i + a ,,,,(y)xm + v(9 (y)) x' + O (xm+l )
= X
–v(Y)Xm +CLZX2 + . .+ani (y)Xm
+ v(g(y))X' + O(X'+1 ) .
So we need that
v(Y) – v(g(Y)) = a,(y) – a m (0) ,
v(g(Y)) – v(g2 (Y))
= am (g(y)) – am (0 )
v(9n (Y)) – 1J(9n+1(Y)) = am (9n (y)) – am(0) •
The unique solution is then
v(y) = E{a,n(gn(y}} — a,n (0)} .
n= 0
The series converges in a neighborhood of 0 because g is contraction an d
because am (y) — am(0) = 0 for y = 0 . ■
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Proposition 2.3 . Let F be a semi-attractive germ of transformatio n
of (CF, O), such that F --- Id is of multiplicity k + 1 in O . Then the
transformation can be written in sorrze coordinates (x, y), x E C, y E
CP- 1
Y], = g(y) + xh(x, y )
x i = x(1 + x k + Cx2k + a2k+i(y)x2k+i + )(2 .3 )
with C a constant .
Prod. Assume then that the transformation is written in the
form (2.2) with m ~ k + 1 . We want to evaluate the multiplicity o f
F — Id at O . Since (4- . 1 — g ' )(o) is invertible, we can use lemma 1 .2 .
Using the implicit function theorem, we can solve locally in y = y(x )
the equation y = yl . The multiplicity is then given by the order at the
origin of
xl — x = a2x 2 + . . . amx m + am+l (y)xm+1 + . . .
Since F — Id is off multiplicity k + 1 in 6, we have al = • • • = a k = 6 and
a k + 1 O . If we use proposition (2.2) with m = 2k + 1, we get
x l = x(1 + ak+ lxk + . . . + a2k+1X2k + a2k+2(y)x2k+l + . . .) .
As in the case of one variable, a polynomial transformation in the single
variable x leads to the required form . The coefficient of x k+l can be an
arbitrary constant not equal to 6, the coefficient of x 2k+1 is then fixed
(see for instance [B, theorem 6 .5 .7, page 1221 . ■
3. Existence of attracting domains
and curve of fixed points
We will now prove the . theorem 1 .1 stated in the introduction . Let F
be a semi-attractive germ of transformation of (C,O), given as before
in the form
f xl = u( x , y) = x(1 + a2(y)x + . . . )
y1 = v (x, y) = g(y) + xh(x, y)
with x E C, y E CP—1 and g, h like in proposition (2.1) . To find the
fixed points of F, one can first solve locally in y = y (x) the relation
y = v(x, y), thus obtaining an analytic curve y = (p(x) . There exists a
curve of fixed points if and only if the relatio n
x = u(x, (x))
is also satisfied . If not, F — Id is of finite multiplicity, and the multiplicity
is given by the order at 0 of x — u(x, cp(x)} .
The following corollary is an answer to a question of Fatou [F, pa-
ge 131] } who asked if for such F, there could exist a curve of fixed points
through 0 for some iterate Fe' } but not far F .
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Corollary. Let F be a semi-attractive germ of transformation of
(C,O) . There exists a curve of fixed points through Q for an iterate
F (n) of F if and only if there is one for F .
Proof: It is an immediate consequence of proposition (2 .3), for if F is
in the form (2 .3), we have
xn—x ( 1+nx~ + . . . ) ,
so F (n) — Id has the same multiplicity as F — Id . ■
The proof of theorem 1 .1 is then a consequence of the following propo-
sition .
Proposition 3.1 . Let F be a semi-attractive germ of transformatio n
of (C,O), of multiplicity k + 1 in o, then there exists an attracting
domain with k petals .
Proof: We can suppose that F is in the form given by proposition (2 .3 )
x1 = x(1 + akx k + a2kx2k + a2k+1 (y)x2k+1 + . . . )
Y]. = g(y) + xh(x, y)
with a k O . Changing x in some ax one can assurne a k _ — ~ . We can
then imitate a Fatou's method simplified here by using the reduced form
for F which gives easily the Abel-Fatou invariant functions .
Let R and p be positive constants to be adjusted later . The hai f
complex-plane PR and the subset Y R ,P of C x Cp—1 are defined by
PR = {XE C ; Re X > R},
VR,p - {fix, y) E C X Cp- 1 ; X E PR , II y II < P} .
Let DR and UR,P be the images of PR and VR,P by the inversion z = + ,
so we have
D--- z E C; z — 1 C
1
R i ' 2R 2R
UR,P -- {(z,y) E C x Cp-1 y z E DRS IIyII < p} .
There are k branches of z 1/k in DR . Let {ARi }O<j<k-1 be the images of
DR by these determinations . We will show that, for R big enough and
p small enough, the domains
(3.2) WR,P,j = {(x,y) E CxCp—1 ; x E OR~~ Ilyii < P}, 0 j < k—1,
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are attracting domains .
Raising the relation
xi = x (1— k—x k + a2kx2t~ + . . . 1l
to the power k, we get
¡ \ k
xi = xk 1 1 — ~ 2 k + Cl2kx2k + . . .
= xk (l — x k -F'C2kx2k + c2k+l(y)xzk+i + . . . )
Y1 = g(y) + xh(x, y) .
We then restrict (x, y) to a WR,P, i for fixed R, p, j, and we make the
transformations
(z = x k , y = 1) from WR,p,j to UR,P ,
and
X = 1 = from UR , p to V .z ~ y y R,p
For R big enough and p small enough, the transformation F is defined
in VR, p , where we get
X
X 1 1 — xk + c2kxak + czk+i (y)xzk+i + . . .
x + — + c— + ce(y)— +x x 2 x2
So F becomes
(3 .3)
Y1 = g(y ) + xh(x, y) = g(y) + 4 (Ix,k )
Here the notation O y (*la, represents a holomorphic function of (X, y )
in VR, p which is bounded by for some constant K.
Let K be a constant such that
~Xl — X — 1 1 < I X I < K
K K '
~~~Ji - g (Y) 11 IXI1/k — Rl/k
%~1 = X + 1 + CX + Oy (x 1 + l rn )
1
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in VR, p . Since g is a contraction, there exists b, o < b < 1, such that fo r
p small enough we get in llyll Ç p
ll9(y )ii Ç b llYil •
The condition < implies Re XI > Re X + and the condition
K
Rl/k G (1 — b)p
implies lly l ll Ç llyli Ç p. So for R big enough, VR , p is mapped to itself .
Then to prove that WR, p, i is attracted by o, we have to show that VR, p
is attracted by (oo,O) . We see inductively that
ReXn ~R+
n
Let C be a constant big enough to have C

and p ç (R), , we
prove by induction that, if R is big enough, we have
II~nII <
— (R+)
1pc .
Indeed, since
1X7 i1 ' k — (R+)' m
The inequality
IIYn+111 <_ c(R+ n21) l/k
will be satisfied if we have
(R+\ ' < 	 C
R
	
bC+K .
But from C ~ M, we see that bcc+K > 1 . So that (3 .5) is true
if R is bíg enough .
We have now k disjoint domains attracted by o . Each of them is
positively invariant by F since VR,p is positively invariant, and, since
xn+ l r'' Xn when n ---~ oo, we have always the same branch of x l/k . Let
D be the attracting domain of o, we want to prove that if ( E D, for n
C
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big enough, (n = (x 7 , yn ) is in one of t he WR, P,i ' s, or equivalently that
(X,yn) is in UR ,P , or that

yn is in VR ,P . But yn —> 0 and we have
1 — 1 + 1 + cx k + (3,W-F1 ) ,1k
x1
	
x k
so Re —>~ ~ oo when xn —> O . So ( belongs to the umon of the ancreasin g
n
sequence of open sets
Di= U F (WR,P,j) .
n= o
When F is an isomorphism of C P , each D3 is connected . In general, we
can only say that the I73 's are disjoint and contain the WR,P,i ' s . ■
4. Abel-Fatou's functions
Let F be a semi-attractive germ of ( CP , 0) such that F — Id has mul-
tiplicity k + 1 in 0, the coordinates and the notations used here are
those introduced in the proof of proposition 3 .1 . In each attractive petal
WR, P,3 , we can define an Abel-Fatou function cp, more precisely, a holo -
morphic function (p : WR,P,3 --> C verifying the functional equatio n
(F(p)) _ (p) + 1 ,
in the following way.
To construct cp we first observe that in VR,P = {(X, y) E C x CP—1 ;
Re X ~ R, llyll C p}, F is given (see (3.3)} by
1
= g(y)- + xh(x, y) = g(y) + 0 (
Following Fátou, define
Un =Xn -- n -- cLogXn .
We get
(4 .1)
1
X1=x+l+CX+0y
\IXI +1/k /
Ilun+l — Unll = Xn+1 --- xn — 1 — cLog Xn
K
c
n1+1 / k
Xn+1
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So the series (Un+ l — Un ) is uniformly convergent and has a holomor -
ra=®
phic bounded sum in VR, p . Hence
n
Un(X, y) = UO +
	
(Uk+l — Uk )
k=0
has a limit
u(X, y) = X -- c Log X + v(x, y)
with v(, ) a holomorphic bounded function . The functional equatio n
u iX~ a y 1 } = u(X, y) + 1
is an immediate consequence o f
u~X 1 , y 1 } = lim (X 1 — n — c Log Xn+1 ) .n—›oa
In each attractive petal WR, p, j , the function cp WR, p ? j ~ C is then
defined by
(4 .2) (x,y) =u
xk' y
and verifies cp ( f (p)) -= (p (p) + 1 . Remark that in WR , p, j , the function (,p
has the asymp.totic expansion
1
ço(x,y)= ~ (1_cx k Logxk +xkv i (xk , y) )
xk
5. Global isomorphism of C 2
We now consider the case where F is an isomorphism of C 2 , with fixed .
point o . We assume that Fto} is semi-attractive (with eigenvalues 1 and
a s .t . IA1 < 1) and that F – Id has multiplicity k + 1 in o .- In this
case the attracting domain has k components given with the notations
of proposition (3.1) by
co
Di = U FWR,p,j )
n= Q
for j = 0,1, . . . , k — 1 . For a fixed j, the Abel-Fatou's function defined
in WR ,p , j can be extended to Di in the following way : Let p E Di ,
for n big enough, we have F n (p) E WR,p, j . So we can define cp (p) by
(p) = cp(Fn (p) — n and the definition of 9o(p) does not depend on the
choice of the integer n such that F n (p) E WR,p,j .
1
=—(1 + o(ixk Log xk i)) .
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Proposition 5 .1 . The Abel-Fatou 's function cp : Dj —> C is surjec-
tive .
Proof: We have to show (if R has been chosen big enough) that, for al l
z E C, there exists n E N and p E WR ,P, j such that cp(p) = z + n . Using
the definition of and the notations in the proof of proposition (3.1) ,
we have to show that there exists (X, y) E VR,p such that
(5.1) u(X, y) -= X — c Log X + u 1 (x, y) = z + n .
But for every fixed y such that C p, and for n big enough, one can
salve (5 .1) in z in PR . This is a consequence of Rouché 's theorem, fo r
the equation (5.1) can be written
X (1 — X (cLox+ui (xY))) = z + n ,
and on the boundary ReX = R, we have X (cLog X + u l (x, y)) < 1 (i f
R is big enough) . So the equation (5 .1) has the saure number of solutions
asX=z+n. ■
We will now give a proof of the theorem 1 .2 stated in the introduction .
Theorem 1 .2 . Let F be a global automorphism in C 2 with a fixed
point p, such that F¿p} has eigenvalues {1, a}, with < 1, and that
F — Id has a multiplicity k +1 in p . The attracting domain of p has then
k components and each component is isomorphic to C2 .
Proof: We first choose coordinates (x., y) such that F takes the form
x1 = x 1 — _ x k + a2kx2k + a2k+l (y) x2k+1 + . . .(5 .2)
	
k
y1 = by + blyx + . . . + bkyxk + bk +1 (y)x/0- 1 + . . .
In fact, it is proved in [U] that for all integer m, coordinates (x, y) can
be chosen so that y 1 is expressed as
y 1 = by + blyx +
. . . + bmyxm + b,n+1
(y)x
m+1
+ . . .
with bj constant for o Ç j Ç m .
Let us fix W = WR,p,3 a component of D = Di in a neighborhood of
o chosen as section 3 in these coordinates . We want to prove that the
open set
D = F
—n(W
)
n=o
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is isomorphic to C 2 .
We first choose new coordinates in W. Let cp be the Abel-Fatou func-
tion. We have seen in (4.3) that
1
(x,y) =
x
~ — c Log xk + v(x, y) ,
with v(, ) a holomorphic bounded function in W. We define new coordi-
nates in W(s, y) where
(5 .4) s = ~ (1 — cxk Log x k + xkv(x, y)) 1/~` _ ((x,y))h/k .
So
s= x(1+0y( l x k Logx k i )
and
LagS1
lslk+l
In these coordinates F takes the forro
1
	
~
yi =by+bl ys + . .+bk y
1
s +Oy I	
We now follow the same method as Ueda. We will give a sketch of his
proof adding the necessary modifications .
Let D/(F) be the quotient manifold of D by the transformation grou p
{F}flEz (this group acts discretely on D, because Fn tends to 0 D
when n goes to +oc) .
Let 7r : D —> D/(F) be the projection and E : C --+ C*, the function
E(z) = exp(2i~rz) . Since the Abel-Fatou function satisfies
çP (F(p)) _ ,P (p) + 1 ,
one can define cp : D/(F) --> G'* such that the following diagram is
commutative
D ~ -D/(F)
(5 .6)
	
(p i 93 1
C	 E
	
C *
si = s (1 +
\ 1/
k skI
	
(or si = s k + 1)
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Define B = Sp (W) . Let us consider the diagram obtained by restriction
of the preceeding one to 99
-1
(B), that is
(p-1(B)" D/(F)
ç0l

Çz,
co
As follows from proposition (5 .1), we know that C = (B—n), so thai
n= 0
the restriction
EB :B~C*
is surjective. For s E B, Ueda defines a holomorphic family of holo-
morphic functions : (p — 1 (s) --4 C on the fibers of cp which gives to
D/(F) —> C* a fiber bundle structure with fibers isomorphic to C and
with transition group the additive group of holomorphic functions on C* .
This fiber bundle structure is necessarily trivial because H 1 (C*, O) = O.
Lifting this structure to ço : D —} C by E, we get a trivial fiber bundle
structure on D and this gives an isomorphism from D to C 2 .
The definition of the is obtained by integrating on the fiber s
s = Constant a holomorphic differential 1-form satisfying a functional
equation, that we have now to define . ■
Definition of a holomorphic family of 1-forms on W.
We will define on W a family of holomorphic differential 1 -forms {w 8 }
on the fiber of the Abel Fatou function depending holomorphically on s ,
of the form
ws (p ) = n(s , y) dy = n(p ) dy ,
with ri a holomorphic function in B = cp(W ) satisfying the functional
equation
ay,
(5 .8) n(F(P))
	
(P) = n(P) -
We notice that
an+1 =(5.9) ~ ~p} a (F (P))—(P).ayy y
So that if the sequence áyy
were uniformly converging, its limit would
be a good candidate for r7 . But this is not the case since
aY n a~.~j, I a~.~j2 a7.J. n.
ay ay
cy1 . .
n-1 I g
=bn~(
b k 1 LSh l
1+ bh+ . . .+
bs +0Y( so y+ l )) 'h
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So we will replace the sequence ay by a sequence {hQ }nay where
{hn,} is a sequence of holomorphic functions such that
(5 .10)
	
hn(F(p)) = hn+l(P) ,
and {hn~~ is uniformly convergent .
We can tape hn (p) to be of the form
h ra(p) = 9(S)u(s)u(s1) . . .2l,(sn )
with g and u depending only on s, holomorphic in W such that
(5 .11) g(s)u(s) = g(s i )
and
/ 1
(5 .12)
	
u(s) = b -1 I 1 + b s + . . . + bb s) - 1+ O( 10+i
The condition (5 .11) implies indeed (5 .10) and the condition (5 .12) im-
plies that
hn(P) ay . = nh=o (1+oyHk+1 (
)/ = H
h=o
(1+0 \~g/k / )
So that rl will be defined by a uniformly convergent infinite product .
We have then to show that there exists a function g holomorphic in B
such that u(s) = g (s i )/g(s ) satisfies (5 .12) . We define g as a product of
three functions
g •9293
where gi (s) = b-sk (for any choice of log ó) . In fact, this gives
gl(sl) =b- 1
9i( s )
We then choose a function g2 satisfying
92(si)) ' +o() . (5.14)
9z (s) b s
b Sk i ■
The existence of g2 is proved by the following lemma
(5 .13)
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Lemma 5.3 . Por any (ci , c2 , . . . , ck_ 1 ) E Ck- l , there exists a poly-
nomial in 15
1
	
a l
	
a2

a~- 1
s
	
s
	
s 2
	
s - 1
such that h(s) = exp (s kP (s)) satisfies
h(si ) C1 C2 Ck—1 1
h(s) - 1
+ S + SZ + . . . + Sk_1 + O S~
Proof.• From
= sk +1 ,
we get
1 1 1 1 +~¡ 1
Sl — s k Sk+i
	
~ S z/c+l J
so for a polynomial P
1
	
1
	
1 1
	
, 1
P VSi) P s
	
k sk+i P (-s) + ~ ( Sap +i
1
From that we deduce
S1PC - S
k
PC) - Sk CPC - PC)) + PS S
P s) ks (S) +O
(-
S k
1+1 )
k—1
(1= E
i=l
) ai+ O ( k ) .
We can then compute the aj 's by identifying the expression aboye with
the polynomial part of degree C k - 1 in the Taylor expansion of
- Log (1 + Çl -f- ~2 + . . . + ~~ i1
s
	
s
	
s -
at infinity. ■
Choice of g3 . It is a consequence of the choice of g l and g2 that i t
exists c such that
9i(Si) 9a(si) b l 1 bk 1 c 1
9i ~ S ) 9z (s )
b 1 + b s + . . . + b
sk - 1 + sk + 0 sk+i
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So we need a function g3 such that
g 3 (s i ) — 1 _ c 0
1
s~ + 8 k-F 1g3 (s )
We can take g3 defined by g3 (s) = s -kc = exp(-cLog sk ) (with the
branch of logarithm which is real on positive numbers) . Indeed, we get
g3(si) e 1= (i+_c=i_+o (
s~ s c sk+ 1Os)
Once w, is defined in W, we just follow the construction of Ueda to
define the ~~ . We recall this construction for reader's convenience .
Construction of ~s : cp
-1
(s) —> C.
We have seen that if p E D, for n big enough, s = Fn (p) is in B and
the fiber D n Sp-1 (s) contains a disk qp = {y E C ; lly~~ < p} . So we
can fist suppose that W is a set of the form W = B x q p and that we
still have D = ~J F-n(W) . VLTe first define 'IbS (p) when p is in W and
n= o
cp(p) = s by integrating the form (p) dy on the fiber s = constant, along
a path joining po = (s, o) to p = (s, y(p)) in {s} x qp
y (P)
~s (p ) =
		
r~(s, y) dy .
o
From the functional equation (5.8) verified by r) we ge t
y (F (P) )
(F(P)) = n(81,y1)) d y 1f
y ( F (P)} y (F (Pa) }
71(s 1 ,y 1 )dy1 + ~1( s 1 , y ) dy
y(F(P~ }} o
= y~s (p) + h(s)
where h(s) = foY('(P0)) ,r1 (s1 i y) d y is a holomorphic function of s in B.
We get in this way a holomorphic function ~ : W —> C defined by
IP(p) = O s (p) for s = (())1/k such that
(5 .15)
	
'Kp } =
	
(p) =
	
(f (p)) -- h ( s ) .
The relation (5 .15) allows the extension of the definition of ~ to ço-I (B)
in the following way : let p E (p -1 (B) . For n big enough, we have Fn (p) E
W and we define ~~p} by the formula
(5 .10)
	
~(p ) _ IP(Fn(p)) - (h(s) + h(s i ) + . + h(sn ) }
where s i = (ço(fa (y))) 1 / k for j = O, 1, . . . , n . It is clear that the definitio n
doesn't depend on n and that the function is holomorphic in (p R 1 ( B) .
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Proposition 5 .4 (Ueda) . For all s E B,
	
: ço -I (s) —> C is an
isomorphism .
Proof Let us prove first the injectivity of Let p and p' E c,o -I (s )
such that (p) _ (p') . According to property (5.16), one can assume
that p and p' are in W and that we have with s big and y(p) and y (p' )
small
y (P) y (P ' )
n(s, y) dy = f rl ( S , ~J) dy .
0
The results is just a consequence of the fact that the functio n
foy(P) n(s, y) dy is holomorphic in y(p) and has a derivativa n( s a o) O .
To prove the surjectivity, we remark that rl(s, o)_ b-sks -- kc when s —>
oo and as
h(s) =
Jo
y(F(P a)}
, y) dy
with y (F(po )} = y1 (s, o) _ bks+k+ o) + . (see the form of F in coordinate s
(s,y)) . VLTe have
h(s)_77(s, D b k + 1 (o ))k
s + 1
We deduce from this that the image Os (W) contains a disk centered at
o with radius Eplb-sk s-kci for some constant E > O . The relation (5.16 )
then implies that the image of F-n(W) n ço-I (s) contains a disk centered
in Cn = h(s) + h( s i ) + • • • + h(sn ) and with radius Rn = Epl b —s n k sn -kcI .
An elementary calculation proves that Rn et Itend to +oo whil e
-4 o, so the union of the disks Dl(n, Rn) contained in the image ofRn
~-i (s) is equal to C .
It is then easy using the 's to define a structure of locally trivial fiber
bundle on D/(F) —> C*, with fibers isomorphic to- C and with structure
group, the group of translations by holomorphic functions in s . Thi s
ends the proof of the existence of an isomorphism from D to C2 . ■
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